WARNING: Please be aware that some caption lists contain language, words or descriptions which may be considered offensive or distressing. These words reflect the attitude of the photographer and/or the period in which the photograph was taken.

Please also be aware that caption lists may contain references to deceased people which may cause sadness or distress.

Scroll down to view captions
CLAYTON.I07.BW (N05349)
Photographs of Iris Clayton as a baby.
Leeton, N.S.W., 1945

Item no.: CLAYTON.I07.BW-N00534910A
Date/Place taken: 1945 : Leeton, N.S.W.
Title: Iris Rose Clayton as a baby at approximately nine months old
Photographer/Artist:
Access: Conditions apply
Notes: With Sister Katherine (Cassie) Cox at Leeton Hospital
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Item no.: CLAYTON.I07.BW-N00534911A
Date/Place taken: 1945 : Leeton, N.S.W.
Title: Iris Rose Clayton as a baby at approximately nine months old
Photographer/Artist:
Access: Conditions apply
Notes: With Sister Katherine (Cassie) Cox at Leeton Hospital